NOTES:
1) TRUCK WELL MAY BE ELIMINATED IN FAVOR OF A 48" HIGH DOCK
   SEE DOCK CONDITION EXHIBIT FOR THIS PROTOTYPE
2) FDC LOCATION AS PER LOCAL AHJ OR WITHIN 100 FT. OF PIPE HYDRANT
   LOCATED BEHIND PUBLIX SUPER MARKET
3) LOCATE POST INDICATOR VALVE AWAY FROM BUILDING PER NFPA 13.
4) STANDBY GENERATOR ONLY REQ'D IF LOCATION IS LISTED IN "COUNTIES REQUIRING 500KW GENERATOR"
   EXHIBIT.
5) IF NATURAL GAS NOT AVAILABLE SHOW ONE 1000-GALLON ABOVE
   GROUND LP GAS TANK 25 FT AWAY FROM STAND BY GENERATOR
6) COORDINATE COLLECTION OF CANOPY STORM DRAINS UNDER
   GROUND AND TAKE TO STORM WATER SYSTEM
7) PROVIDE TWO (2) DEDICATED, 3" PVC SCHEDULE 40 CONDUITS FROM THE
   TELEPHONE COMPANY BOX TO WITHIN 5 FEET OF THE PUBLIX STORE.
   PROVIDE A 4" CONDUIT FOR CABLE IN A SEPARATE TRENCH AND ROUTE FROM
   THE MAIN ENTRANCE CONDUIT FOR TELEPHONE AND DATA SERVICES.
   CANOPIES TO EXTEND FULL LENGTH OF BUILDING IF ADJACENT RETAIL
   SEE NOTE 6.

FFE: 0.00 FT
(INCLUDE "NAVD" OR "NGVD")

NOTE: PLEASE CONTACT PUBlix FACILITIES DESIGN PM FOR
REDESIGNING THE BACK AREA.

48.11 PROTOTYPE

FLIPPED WELL CONDITION
FIRST FLOOR
$ TO $ - 49,307 S.F.
MEZZANINE
$ TO $ - 3,000 S.F.
TOTAL $ TO $ - 51,447 S.F.
EXTERIOR WALL - 48,848 S.F.
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